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INTRODUCTION

Longitudinal research designs are still uncommon among alcohol researchers, yet they are the method of choice for establishing causal sequencing in complex human studies of the etiology of alcohol problems and alcoholism. Contributors to this symposium had two goals: (1) to highlight how this methodology will sometimes uncover findings about the causal structure of problematic alcohol(ic) outcomes that are divergent from those produced by cross sectional data bases; (2) to provide a sampling of some of the most interesting longitudinal studies currently in process, that are tracking the emergence, stability, and change in alcohol problems/alcoholism over periods ranging from 2 to 10 years, and developmental periods from early childhood to middle adulthood.

DISCUSSION

Subtype Variations in Familial Risk Constancy Over Early to Middle Childhood in a High Risk Population. Bingham, Zucker and Hiram Fitzgerald compared cross-sectional and longitudinal findings of variation in family risk load for the children's later substance abuse, based upon observations of child risk at ages 3-5, and again at ages 6-8. Subjects were participants in a prospective community study of boys and their parents in families with an without an alcoholic father. Child externalizing problems were used as the most direct proxy indicator for later alcohol problem use, but other indices of child behavior difficulty were also assessed and evaluated. Familial alcoholism subtype differences based upon level of antisocial behavior in the alcoholic fathers,1,2 were strongly related to a composite risk load indicator of parents' alcohol use, other psychopathology, as well as measures of adaptive and social functioning adequacy among the parents. Although family subtype mean differences in risk load suggested that family risk might remain constant across waves, in actuality there were substantial within-group quantitative and qualitative shifts which indicated that child risk burden was comparatively fluid over time, even within high risk populations. Nonetheless, children from antisocial alcoholic, nonantisocial alcoholic and control families differed in level of
behavior problems, as well as in pattern of behavior problem development. The group most likely to sustain risk were those children out of antisocial alcoholic families.

Cross-Sectional vs. Longitudinal Examinations of Individual, Parent, and Peer Influences on Alcohol Misuse During Adolescence: Time for the Pain? Schulenberg, Kate Wadsworth, Amy Burchart and Jennifer Maggs contrasted the influences of individual, parent and peer characteristics on alcohol misuse during adolescence via cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses of a large scale, community based study of adolescents assessed at Grades 6, 7, 8 and 10, who were part of the Alcohol Misuse Prevention Study. Constructs assessed included parental monitoring and nurturance, deviancy of self image, peer and parental alcohol use, susceptibility to peer pressure, misbehavior, alcohol misuse, and peer disapproval of alcohol misuse. Using structural equation modelling, substantial cross-sectional correlations were found among all constructs, but peer drinking was the most powerful predictor of adolescent alcohol misuse; moreover, this relationship was stronger among older adolescents than younger ones. Also, within-time analyses indicated that lack of parental monitoring, as well as susceptibility to peer pressure, were important predictors. Finally, deviant self image was related to greater misuse among the younger but not the older children.

In contrast, the longitudinal analyses showed that susceptibility to peer pressure was the only predictor of increasing alcohol misuse over time; both parental monitoring and deviant self image no longer were predictive. These results indicate that essential information about developmental processes relating to the onset and maintenance of alcohol misuse are missing when processes are assessed cross-sectionally. In addition, such results may also be misleading about the nature of the causal structure involved.

Proximal vs. Distal Predictors in Longitudinal Analyses of Young Adult Drinking-Driving. Donovan examined the influence of personality, social environment, and behavior variables on differences in drinking and driving measured over a two year interval in a representative, statewide sample of 18-24 year old licensed drivers in Colorado. Of special interest was the relative predictive role played by distal variables reflecting psychosocial and behavioral un-conventionality vs. the role of more proximal variables reflecting attitudes about drinking-driving upon later behavioral outcomes. Contrary to the hypotheses, distal measures reflecting conventionality-unconventionality accounted for more of the variance in both young adult drinking and driving, in both the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. The study underscored the need for a conceptual framework for measurement and prediction that encompasses those superficially more distal characteristics that bear a compelling link to the dependent variable, even if they do not refer to it directly.

Husbands and Wives Drinking: Unilateral or Bilateral Influences. Leonard and Rina Das Eiden reported on a prospective, study that has been tracking the relationship and drinking patterns of initially newly married couples, and the manner in which changes in these relationships are attributable to assortative mating, to the marital transition, or to the unilateral or bilateral influences of each spouse upon the other. The study follows up on earlier work which observed a decline in alcohol use over the marriage transition for both men and women. However, not all couples decrease their drinking; moreover, some changes in drinking patterns are plausibly a function of spousal influence, although only one earlier study has examined this issue. Couples from the Buffalo Newlywed Study, a prospective study of newly married couples between 18 and 29 years of age, were assessed and monitored pre-maritally, and at 1st and 3rd anniversary. Husbands' and wives' premartial alcohol use was significantly correlated; husbands' and wives' use one year after marriage but wives' use did not influence husbands' use. There were no significant partner influences from year 1 to 3, although residuals for husband and wife for Wave 1 to Wave 2, and Wave 2 to Wave 3 were correlated, indicating that both husband and wife drinking is moderately similarly influenced by other adult events (e.g., getting a new job, having a child).

Consistency in the Relationship Between Level of Response to Alcohol and Alcoholism Risk Across a Decade. Schuckit reported on the methodology and 8 year follow-up data on a prospective study of genetic and environmental factors that contribute to the risk for alcoholism, drug dependence, and other psychiatric disorders. Over a 10 year period (1978-88), 453 18 to 29 year old sons of alcoholics and controls were identified and evaluated on personality variables, intensities of response to alcohol, and alcohol metabolism. At that time, 40% of FH+ and only 10% of FH- Ss demonstrated a low intensity of response to alcohol challenge. 8.5 years thereafter, a follow-up assessment was successfully implemented on 450 of the study participants. At this point, approximately 50% of the Ss had developed some adverse consequence related to alcohol (e.g., blackouts) with almost 40% of the FH+ group developing alcohol abuse/dependence during the follow-up period, but only 15% of the FH- group. Data are consistent with the conclusion that level of reaction to alcohol may be a mediator of alcoholism risk. Moreover, in this instance cross sectional associations observed in early adulthood were consistent with prospective relationships 8.5 years later.

SIGNIFICANCE

These presentations underscore the complexity of current etiologic models for the development of alcohol use and alcohol problems, and emphasize the need for microanalytic developmental models of process. They form part of a now burgeoning literature that casts a variable net ranging all the way from neuroadaptive structures to expectancy theory, where investigators have become involved in the painstaking process of disaggregating which structures play what role at
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It is interesting to note that the studies showing greatest parallelism across time (Bingham et al, Schuckit) were also those where initial level of risk was greatest, and where the observed outcome in one instance (Schuckit) was alcohol abuse/dependence, and in the other instance (Bingham et al), where the anticipated outcome would also be high levels of alcohol abuse/dependence. Conceivably risk may be more fluid over time in populations involving low to midrange levels of risk.

These studies also underscore the importance of a time dynamic in understanding linkages of supposedly causal structures, and as longitudinal evidence becomes more available, our notions of what drives mechanisms of abuse are likely to substantially change.
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